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Log line
Natalie “Peppers” Bellmont, an adopted 18-year-old bass player coming of age during the
Seattle Grunge scene of the ‘90s, receives an unfinished autobiography written by a ‘70s Rock
music manager that leads Natalie to Los Angeles where the truth about her past is revealed
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Synopsis
1994: Seattle. An 18-year-old bass player named NATALIE BELMONT (nickname:
“PEPPERS”) bounces from band to band trying to find her musical voice. She has an
“open” relationship with a “douchebag” who fronts a wannabe “poser” band. Having been
adopted, she has been told by her “parents” that her birth-mother died when she was threeyears-old. In walks a woman named EVA who wanders into her life, then disappears again.
At the same time, she stumbles upon a time capsule belonging to her adopted father: an
unpublished autobiography. As Natalie immerses herself in the pages of this grand
adventure, she discovers the life of a battle worn World War II vet music manager who
nurtured a dozen or so rock bands from 1975 up until the ‘80s. Depressed and disillusioned
with circumstances in Seattle, she leaves for Los Angeles to track down this old timer, now
in his 70s living at the infamous: Highland Gardens Hotel. Reluctant to let this overly
enthusiastic pixie from his hometown into his world, FRANK is eventually won over by her
enthusiasm for his past exploits.
The drama that unfolds causes flashbacks to the pain and drama that Frank left behind in
the music industry. Now living on a daily diet of Blues and Jazz records, Natalie
encourages Frank to finish chronicling his life’s work for publication and shares with him her
music from the ‘90s. Then, Eva reappears to stir up emotional turmoil; this time it is the
revelation that she is dying of cancer. So it is that Natalie develops a relationship with a
mother she thought had long passed, only to watch her slowly fade away. The reveal of
Eva’s fate is made even more profound by the realization that she is the “damsel in distress”
teenage daughter chronicled in Frank’s autobiography.
Finally aware that Frank is her grandfather, she confronts him and demands answers. That’s
when Eva shows up at the Highland Gardens to reveal to Frank that she is dying of cancer.
Utterly devastated from watching her mother die in front of her, Natalie returns to Seattle just
in time to mourn, with her friends and fellow local musicians, the tragic suicide of the Grunge
“messiah”, Kurt Kobain. Complicating matters, the “ex” sobbingly expresses his remorse for
treating her so badly during their relationship. From that moment forward, Natalie becomes
determined not to allow any man to dictate her future... or her past.
As we flash-forward through snippets of her life in the ever-changing music industry, we
arrive at Natalie in her 40s when she receives news that Frank is on his last legs. She visits
Frank, now a 90-year-old man living in a retirement community in Hawaii, to say her final
goodbyes. Natalie then shares with him a song from the present era of music. As
IMAGINE DRAGONS’ “NEXT TO ME” plays in his ears, all those memories come flooding
back; his adventures in the music industry, his relationship with Natalie… and finally: kissing
his daughter goodbye. Standing beside his wheelchair, we realize that Natalie’s true
purpose in life has always been to share the music that they shared with each other with
future generations; that the embodiment of the connection she had with her grandfather was
always: all in the music.
It’s about how music binds us from one generation to the next… and is dedicated to the
ones we lost too soon, who sing with the angels… and to the memory of Seattle’s own:
Lynn Shelton -- Screenwriter. Filmmaker. Music lover.
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Frank “Carson” (Marc Maron)
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Demographic
All in the Music will appeal to a mainstream audience
Historically music themed films have appealed to people of all ages. Coming-of-age films typically appeal
to men and women ages 15-30
The audience for All in the Music includes Generation Z, Millennials, and especially Generation X who
are nostalgic for the years of their pop culture coming into prominence.
Millennials, Generation Z, and Generation X represent a consumer base of over 180 million people with a
buying power of over 350 billion.
All in the Music, both as a coming-of-age tale, and a musical period piece will have strong appeal with
younger audience and a specific appeal to Generation X
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SCREENWRITER

Stephen Montagne
https://www.montagneforhire.com/about
An Actor, playwright, screenwriter, graduate of the Idyllwild Arts Academy, trained in sketch
comedy acting and writing at The Second City (Chicago) and Chicago City Limits (NYC).
In San Francisco: trained at A.C.T.’s Studio Program as an actor and playwright; performed in
a variety of theatrical productions and in shorts and low budget independent films.
In Los Angeles: honed skills as a screen and television writer at Writers Boot Camp and as
an actor and playwright training with members of Tim Robbins’ Actors’ Gang Theater.
In New Orleans: wrote, produced and acted in an original three-act stage play titled “The
Zeitgeist Chronicles” about the 2008 election of the first African-American president;
re-written as “Red, White & Blues” currently being shopped to various theater companies to
be work-shopped and premiered.
Creative Partnerships: along with actor/writer Nick Gomez (“The Walking Dead”; “The Red
Road”), (writer/director/stand-up) Jason Slawson, and Christine Bailey (see "Producer
Team"), -- currently developing original projects for television and film.
Awards & Industry Recognition: an earlier draft of a feature film titled “Jay Walking In
Vegas” (written as a starring vehicle for Marc Maron) was a semi-finalist in the ScreenCraft
Comedy Screenplay competition; the pilot for a television series (co-created with Nick
Gomez) titled “Exile City” was a semi-finalist in the ScreenCraft Television Pilot competition; a
feature film titled “Hunting Diana” was a semi-finalist in the Big Apple Film Festival; a “GLOW”
spec script was a finalist in the Scriptapalooza Television Writing competition.
Formerly repped by The Wayne Agency literary department -- currently shopping:
screenplays, stage plays and television projects as a writer and producer along with creative
partners. Repped by Sovereign Talent Group for theatrical and commercial acting.
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Producer Team
(Co-Producer) Christine Bailey is a former (and still sometime)
model and actress from Long Beach, California. She started as a
fashion model at the age of 16 and worked with brands like Ralph
Lauren, Bloomingdales, and Smashbox in New York City and
throughout Europe. She ventured into acting in 2009 with a small
role in Iron Man 2 that led to other TV and Film roles until 2015
when she wrote and produced her first short film. After that she was
hooked and decided to leave the front of camera world for work
behind the scenes writing and producing various projects.

Christine Bailey

Stephen Montagne
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